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“Members of TMS 

know that our 

Society leadership 

believes that the 

by a diverse and 

inclusive workforce 

and that TMS is 

working hard for  

a new normal in  

this regard.”

 While I’m admittedly not much of a Twitter user, I conceptually appreciate the egalitarianism 
of platform. For the uninitiated (and is anyone really uninitiated about Twitter these days?), 
Twitter is a social media tool that allows one to globally broadcast his/her thoughts via 140 
character-or-less statements. Embed the right “hashtag” and aggregator sortation makes 
it possible to be part of a pseudo-conversation on a given topic. An example of a hashtag 
at work: Attendees of the TMS 2018 Annual Meeting & Exhibition will be able to use 
#TMSAnnualMeeting to tweet about their conference experiences. I anticipate some pretty good 
tweets therein. For now, the source of my new favorite tweet, as featured above, is DiscoverE. 
 Formerly called National Engineers Week, DiscoverE is a volunteer-driven worldwide 
effort to “sustain and grow a dynamic engineering profession through outreach, education, 
celebration, and volunteerism.” It is a collaboration of more than 100 organizations, and TMS 

and Petroleum Engineers. The well-organized DiscoverE program portfolio includes Engineers 
Week, Dream Big, Future City, Girl Day, Global Day, and Global Marathon. 
 An element of the Global Marathon in 2017 was an Australia-based Twitter event 
called Advancing Women in Engineering: A Conversation for Men and Women. Using the 
#GlobalMarathon hashtag, the DiscoverE Twitter account would post a question (e.g., “Do you 
think the tech industry is still a ‘boys club?’ How can we work together to change the culture?”) 
and the participants would provide answers and/or make comments to the other tweets. The 
event was earnest, well-intended, and full of positivity by and for the participants—delightful! 
 In many ways, it seems that we are in a golden era of innovative outreach to cultivate 

much outreach. Ummm . . . #NotLikely. Members of TMS know that our Society leadership 

working hard for a new normal in this regard. That is why we have a biennial summit on 
diversity and inclusion, a suite of diversity awards, periodic features on the topic in JOM,  
a Diversity Committee, a family program for Annual Meeting & Exhibition attendees, and  
other initiatives. 
 One of the “other” initiatives is tracking data on diversity within the 3 “M”s of the TMS 
community. We look at TMS member data, reporting by the American Society of Engineering 
Education, data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and other sources to see how much 

presented in JOM, some at the 3rd Summit on Diversity in the Minerals, Metals, and Materials 
Professions (July 23–24, 2018, University of California, Santa Barbara). While I won’t steal 
thunder from future presentations, I can say that we still have work to do. Within the United 
States, the percentage of employed women in all architecture and engineering occupations 
dropped from 15% in 2014 to 14% in 2016. Similarly, the number of women in metallurgical 
and materials engineering slid from 17% to 15%. More encouraging: The number of U.S. 
bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees issued in metallurgy and materials engineering to 
both men and women are each on an upswing. 
 While I’m sometimes an immediate-results person, I’ve come to appreciate the patience of 
the long game and think that the DiscoverE leadership have got it right when they suggest that 
the quest for diversity in STEM is a “Global Marathon.” It is a race with many runners and is 
well worth running.

“Me to school students: ‘if u don’t want 2 b creative, help people or save the world, 
eng is probably not 4 u.’ #GlobalMarathon”

—Tweet by Jessica Sautner (@Sci_Ed_Jess)
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	in the final analysis



